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”What’s the matter?” A

voice sounded.

Wen Lei turned around to take a look, not knowing when Xu Zhengjie was already standing next
to her.

”No…nothing…” For

some reason, Xu Zhengjie smiled like a demon at this moment.

Wen Lei felt terrified.
Xu Zhengjie kept staring at her: “By the way, Miss Wen, my great experiment will start tomorrow.
Would you like to witness it?”

”No, I still have things to do!”

Wen Lei quickly refused.
She felt that Xu Zhengjie was going to have something big.

”That’s a pity!”

Xu Zhengjie smiled.

Seeing Wen Lei leaving in a hurry, Xu Zhengjie revealed a bloodthirsty murderous intent: “I will
be the first to have you at the surgery tomorrow!” On

this day, the entire Shenlong Science and Technology Base is preparing for Xu Zhengjie’s
experiment.

I have to say that Laboratory One is the strongest laboratory.

Even Xu Zhengjie has calculated that if the experiment fails and a super big explosion occurs,
other laboratories are afraid that they will fall apart.

But Lab One can be completely blocked!

This is Xu Zhengjie’s ideal laboratory.

His previous laboratory didn’t have this intensity, which is what he dreamed of.

The other side.

Levilia was sent to Jiang Hai Zhou’s house.

The Zhou family naturally also knew about this.

Levilia was sent here suddenly, and everyone was frightened.

”Levilia , where did your father go?”

Emma asked.

The sensible Levilia shook his head: “Grandma, Levilia doesn’t know where Dad is.”

”What should I do next?”

Emma knew that many people would come to the door next.

It is difficult for the Zhou family to protect Levilia .

What’s more, now everyone wants to catch Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison couldn’t catch it, or couldn’t find it.

Naturally, they would come to Levi Garrison’s family.

Such as Levilia and myself.

If you catch them, threaten Levi Garrison to show up.

Levi Garrisonzai

It is the demon in their mouths, facing the mother and daughter, they also have to show up.

”Then Levilia and I have to hide quickly?” After

Emma thought about the stakes, she wanted to take Levilia to hide immediately.

”Auntie is late! I just received the news that everyone knows that Levilia appeared in Zhou’s
house! Now a large number of masters are coming to Zhou’s house!”

Zhou Nanyan exclaimed.

”How can that be good?”

Emma was anxious like an ant on a hot pot.

”Da da da…”

At this moment, black figures appeared in Zhou’s manor.

They came directly to Levilia and Emma.

Zhou Nanyan, the most powerful of the Zhou family, stopped in front, but couldn’t even stop the
opponent with a finger.

”Take people away!”

These mysterious masters took Emma, Zhou Nanyan and Levilia away.

It disappeared instantly without a trace.

Just the moment they left.

The masters came one after another.

”What about people?

What about people?” “What? People have been taken away?”

”Who is it! Go, catch up!”

…

batch after batch of masters chased up.

Soon, news spread that the three of Levilia were taken away.

It even reached the ears of Tiance Mansion.

”What? People have been arrested? Could it be that some overseas forces have arrested people
during the chaos?”

”Absolutely! This is a good opportunity for them! The talent of this kid is the best to be
captured. If it is killed, it will be Erudia’s loss!”

”Look, quickly send someone out to look for it. Be sure to look for the kid. Come back! This
order is no less than catching Levi Garrison!”

…

The news that Levilia was taken away quickly reached the ears of Lopez and Black’s family.

Zoey is going to explode.

”Ye… Levi Garrison, what are you going to do?”

”You have to send your child to mom. Now that you are all right, you have been arrested. I will
never forgive you for the rest of my life!”

Zoey was crying.

In times of crisis, bad luck happens one after another.
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